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Rationale: Moving patients from low-performing hospitals to high-performing hospitals may improve patient outcomes. These transfers may be particularly important in critical care, where small relative improvements can yield substantial absolute changes in survival.

Objective: To characterize the existing critical care network in terms of the pattern of transfers.

Methods: In a retrospective cohort study, the nationwide 2005 Medicare fee-for-service claims were used to identify the interhospital transfer of critically ill patients, defined as instances where patients used critical care services in 2 temporally adjacent hospitalizations.

Measurements: We measured the characteristics of the interhospital transfer network and the extent to which intensive care unit patients are referred to each hospital in that network—a continuous quantitative measure at the hospital-level known as centrality. We evaluated associations between hospital centrality and organizational, medical, surgical, and radiologic capabilities.

Results: There were 47,820 transfers of critically ill patients among 3308 hospitals. 4.5% of all critical care stays of any length involved an interhospital critical care transfer. Hospitals transferred out to a mean of 4.4 other hospitals. More central hospital positions were associated with multiple indicators of increased capability. Hospital characteristics explained 40.7% of the variance in hospitals’ centrality.

Conclusions: Critical care transfers are common, and traverse an informal but structured network. The centrality of a hospital is associated with increased capability in delivery of services, suggesting that existing transfers generally direct patients toward better resourced hospitals. Studies of this network promise further improvements in patient outcomes and efficiency of care.
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Critical illness is a common and growing part of American medicine. 1,22.4% of Americans use an intensive care unit (ICU) just before their death. A majority of patients with common conditions such as heart failure, malignancy, and hip fractures will use critical care. 3 At the same time, there are wide variations between hospitals in the outcomes of critical care. 4–10 These variations in outcomes mean that in any given year thousands of patients who die in ICUs might have been saved, had they been in a different hospital. 11,12

Such wide variation between hospitals has increased interest in moving patients to higher quality providers. Directing trauma victims to centers of excellence is associated with 25% to 50% improvements in outcomes. 13,14 The Leapfrog Group recommends a similar approach for patients needing coronary artery bypass grafting and percutaneous coronary interventions. 15 Others have called for a formal system to transfer patients with acute myocardial infarction 16,17 or needing more general medical critical care. 18

Whether or not formal systems of critical care transfer are implemented, patient transfers are already a common part of US critical care. Transfers between hospitals appear to be safe in appropriately staffed and equipped vehicles. 19,20 However, we have almost no published information about the incidence or patterning of transfers of adult critically ill patients in the United States. Absent data on how often and where patients are being sent, it is difficult to plan quality improvement. For example, although some critically ill patients are moved from 1 hospital to another, are patients being systematically moved to hospitals that provide higher quality care? That is, does the informal transfer system work toward the same goals as formal regionalization?

In this article, we provide the first description of the informal system that has evolved for transferring critically ill Medicare beneficiaries among hospitals. Using nationwide data for 2005, we document the incidence of interhospital critical care transfers, and characterize the transfer network. In addition, we test 2 prespecified hypotheses about the flow of patients in the critical care network. “Centrality” is a hospital-level variable that quantifies the extent to which patients flow toward each hospital. 21 Most fundamentally, hospitals transfer more patients to central hospitals. We define centrality formally under “Methods.” We hypothesized that observable hospital organizational characteristics and capabilities (organizational, medical, surgical, and radiologic capabilities) are associated with hospital centrality. Second, we hypothesized that significant variation between hospitals’ centrality in the network is associated with specified hospital characteristics.
METHODS

Analytic Approach

We measured the interhospital transfer system using the tools of network analysis. Hospitals are the nodes in the network. Hospitals are connected by transfers of critically ill patients, which form pathways between nodes (formally termed “directed edges” in graph theory). These pathways can be 2-way, if hospitals transfer back and forth with each other, or 1-way if 1 hospital transfers only out or only in. The pathways vary in their volume with the total number of patients moving in one direction or another between hospitals.

We used Medicare data to observe the network of critical care patient transfers and we used American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual Survey data to characterize the hospitals. We then measured the extent to which characteristics of the hospital were associated with that hospital’s position in the critical care transfer network.

Transfer Data: Medicare

We used the final action claims from the 2005 Medicare Provider Analysis and Review file. Medicare claims and enrollment data capture 96% of the American population aged 65 and older. Critical care use is indicated directly in the hospital-filed claims. Although these data have some limitations, they have been used by one of us and others to measure critical care at both the patient and national levels. We excluded beneficiaries covered under certain types of group health organizations with capitated premiums who are not required to file claims. We excluded from consideration as critical care “psychiatric critical care” and intermediate or step-down units, but included medical, surgical, coronary care and burn units. We examined all claims for patients age 18 and above from the 50 United States and the District of Columbia, between September 1, 2004 and September 1, 2005.

Hospital Data: AHA Annual Survey

Since 1946, the AHA has conducted an annual census of all hospitals in the United States. This widely used electronic dataset contains self-reported data on hospital ownership, staffing, facilities, and capabilities. The survey’s unit of analysis is the individual hospital, not the hospital or health care system with which a facility may be affiliated. The annual surveys achieve a higher response rate on each wave (83% in 2001), with a higher rate among acute care hospitals. Where data were missing in 2005, we supplemented with the responses from 2003, giving data on 88.5% of the hospitals; this was possible for all variables except the presence of an interventional catheterization laboratory, for which we achieved complete data for 81.2% of hospitals.

The AHA data are extensively checked for internal consistency and consistency with past reports. With the exception of certain financial performance variables (particularly in for-profit hospitals), the data are considered highly reliable. Furthermore, to limit errors, we used only consistent and commonly used descriptions of facilities.

Definition of Transfer

Transfers between hospitals are not directly indicated in the claims. We defined a transfer as occurring between 2 hospitals A and B when a patient was observed to be in hospital A until a certain day, and then in hospital B beginning on the same day or the next day. Critical care transfers were defined as transfers that occurred between 2 hospitalizations, both of which involved critical care use. Distances between transfers are calculated using the Haversine formula, which takes into account the curvature of the earth.

Definition of a More Central Hospital

The critical care transfer network is the aggregation of all interhospital transfers. A hospital’s centrality in the network is the extent to which patients are transferred to it. A more central hospital is one that (a) receives more patients from (b) a greater number of hospitals that (c) are themselves more central. An example is in Figure 1, and the formal recursive calculation is described in the Technical Appendix.

This measure of network centrality is analogous to the measure of web-page prominence PageRank used by the search engine Google. The search engine faces the problem of identifying the page for which the user is most likely looking; it assumes the user is looking for the most prominent webpage on a topic. A webpage to which many other webpages link is rated as more prominent. Likewise, a link coming from a webpage that is itself more prominent (eg, nytimes.com) is weighted more heavily than a link from a low visibility website (eg, the first author’s little brother’s home page). In the example in Figure 1, hospital C is more central than hospital E, because C receives transfers from more hospitals than does E. However, F is more central than C, despite the fact that they both receive transfers from 2 other hospitals. This is because C transfers to F, and C is itself more central than A or B.

Statistical Analysis

To summarize the extent to which hospital characteristics are associated with variation in network centrality, we used a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test to avoid unnecessary assumptions about the distribution of variables (Table 1). We used a $\chi^2$ test to evaluate the equivalence of the rates of characteristics across 4 hospital categories (Table 2). To test the relationship between the variation in network centrality and hospital characteristics, we used the $R^2$, functioning as a multiple correlation coefficient. Details on calculations and reports of sensitivity analyses are reported in the Technical Appendix.
RESULTS

Three thousand four hundred thirty-nine hospitals cared for 2,138,416 critical care hospitalizations in the United States in fee-for-service Medicare during 2005. There were 47,820 transfers of critically ill patients among 3308 hospitals. That is, nearly all hospitals participated in at least 1 transfer, and 4.5% of all critical care hospitalizations involved such a transfer. The characteristics of the hospitals involved in the transfer networks are described in Table 1. Transfers tended to occur relatively early during the stay in the first hospitalization. Median length of stay at the sending hospital was 2 days (mean: 4.6 ± 7.2 days standard deviation). Median length of stay at the receiving hospital was 8 days (mean: 11.5 ± 12.9 days standard deviation).

Three thousand three hundred six hospitals transferred among themselves in a single interconnected component; 2 hospitals transferred reciprocally to each other but not to the main component. 27.4% (907) sent but did not receive critical care transfers. 71.7% (2371) received and sent critical care transfers. 0.9% (30) only received critical care transfers. Only 0.2% of hospital pairs transfer

TABLE 1. Characteristics of Hospitals and Association With Network Centrality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of Hospitals</th>
<th>Kruskal-Wallis Test</th>
<th>Relative Frequency Among</th>
<th>Organizational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With Characteristic</td>
<td>χ²</td>
<td>More Central Hospitals</td>
<td>Large hospital (&gt;300 beds)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small hospital (&lt;100 beds)</td>
<td>52.5%</td>
<td>485.8*</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For-profit</td>
<td>18.9%</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.0121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residency program</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
<td>490.0</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical school affiliation</td>
<td>31.4%</td>
<td>433.9</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical/Surgical ICU</td>
<td>92.2%</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary care</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>649.7</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
<td>30.7%</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Percentage of Hospitals | Kruskal-Wallis Test | Relative Frequency Among | Medical |
|-------------------------|--------------------|--------------------------|Cardiac catheterization laboratory | 58.9% | 788.7 | 0.0001 | + |
| Interventional cardiac laboratory | 46.9% | 947.2 | 0.0001 | + |
| Hemodialysis            | 43.3% | 440.7 | 0.0001 | + |
| Neurology               | 62.1% | 519.6 | 0.0001 | + |
| Psychiatric emergency services | 44.3% | 229.4 | 0.0001 | + |
| Chemotherapy delivered  | 67.8% | 299.8 | 0.0001 | + |
| Radiation therapy       | 36.2% | 476.4 | 0.0001 | + |

| Percentage of Hospitals | Kruskal-Wallis Test | Relative Frequency Among | Surgical |
|-------------------------|--------------------|--------------------------|Trauma center (level 1 or 2) | 21.1% | 430.9 | 0.0001 | + |
| Adult cardiac surgery   | 36.3% | 1157.6 | 0.0001 | + |
| Transplant              | 8.9% | 418.3 | 0.0001 | + |
| Orthopedics             | 84.5% | 113.0 | 0.0001 | + |

| Percentage of Hospitals | Kruskal-Wallis Test | Relative Frequency Among | Diagnostic radiology |
|-------------------------|--------------------|--------------------------|Computed tomography scanner | 95.6% | 9.6 | 0.0019 | + |
| Magnetic resonance imaging | 79.3% | 103.3 | 0.0001 | + |
| Diagnostic radioisotope | 81.6% | 129.2 | 0.0001 | + |

*Compares large hospitals to all others and small hospitals to all others; equivalent results were obtained for ordinal variable small/medium/large.

TABLE 2. Characteristics of Hospitals that Send and Receive Transfers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sender</th>
<th>Receiver</th>
<th>Both</th>
<th>No Transfers</th>
<th>Test for Equivalence Cross All 4 Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>χ²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large hospital (&gt;300 beds)</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>32.9%</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small hospital (&lt;100 beds)</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
<td>25.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residency program</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>60.0%</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical school affiliation</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>39.1%</td>
<td>26.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult cardiac surgery</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>90.0%</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>39.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
patients back and forth between each other; most transfers flow in 1 direction. Selected characteristics of the hospitals are shown in Table 2. Hospitals that only send were smaller, less likely to have a residency program or medical school affiliation, and less likely to possess advanced surgical capacity. Hospitals that only receive were larger and had more of these capacities. Hospitals that both sent and received tend to be in the middle of these 2 extremes.

The US network is represented graphically in Figure 2. The substantial interconnections between metropolitan areas—indeed between regions—is evident both in the national map and in the area of detail, chosen to give greater perspective on the variety of transfer relationships between hospitals. The median patient was transferred 29.2 miles, with an interquartile range of 11.6 to 54.3 miles. The mean transfer distance was 45.7 miles (Table 3).

Hospitals varied significantly in the number of other hospitals to which they sent and from which they received critically ill patients, as shown in Figure 3. As shown in part A, 721 hospitals received transfers from only 1 other hospital; 5 hospitals received transfers from more than 75 other hospitals during 2005. As shown in part B, 30 hospitals transferred no patients out, 261 hospitals transferred to only 1 other hospital, and at the other extreme, 111 hospitals transferred to 10 or more other hospitals. The median hospital sent 11 total Medicare patients out to 4 other hospitals (mean: 4.4 hospitals ± 2.5 standard deviation).

Hospital characteristics and capabilities were strongly associated with centrality in the transfer network. As shown in Table 1, network centrality was associated with nearly all prespecified organizational, medical, surgical, and radiologic services. More central hospitals were more capable in each of these bivariate associations. The presence of a skilled nursing facility (SNF) at the hospital—which was hypothesized not to be associated with centrality (eg, a negative control)—was not associated with centrality. The 26 hospital variables accounted for 40.7% of the variation between hospitals in their centrality.

**DISCUSSION**

This study has several main findings. First, interhospital transfers of critically ill patients are common in fee-for-
service Medicare, involving approximately 1 in 20 Medicare critically ill patients to several other hospitals, the hub-and-spoke model often invoked to conceptually explain secondary and tertiary care. Third, the network appears to systematically move patients toward better resourced hospitals.

These findings reveal the existence of an organic network of critical care transfers. Our main interpretation is that network analysis of the type reported in this paper can help define the criteria for a successful system of critical care transfers as well as suggest efficient ways to get there. For example, we observe that more central hospitals have more technologic capability, suggesting that the general flow of critically ill patients is toward better resourced hospitals. However, not all patients flow in this direction. Some move in the opposite direction and many patients do not move at all. Whether we rely on measures of hospital resources or, in the future, measures of hospitals’ clinical performance, the ICU transfer network we observe among Medicare beneficiaries reveals substantial promise for quality improvement. We might ask which patients should remain where they are, which should be transferred to better performing hospitals, and which, perhaps, should be sent to less resourced hospitals to improve efficiency or free capacity for sicker patients who need it more.

Approximately 1 in 1000 of possible interhospital connections actually occurred during 2005. In a low-density network such as this, careful analysis may reveal quality-improving transfer relationships that are not currently established. Some hospitals may not be transferring patients to nearby facilities able to provide better care; some highly resourced hospitals may not be accepting patients from nearby less-capable hospitals. Some hospitals may not currently have optimal capabilities to support the load of incoming critically ill patients, and one could target those hospitals for improvement or redirection of patients. No current incentive arrangement suggests that the existing network will optimize itself, but network analyses can help policy makers see and shape an aggregate structure that is invisible to the individual hospitals and patients. Network analyses are widely used in other areas, including sociology, physics, molecular biology, management, and military operations, but only rarely in the study of health care systems.

The existing transfer system is not a simple hierarchy. Small community hospitals do not exist as satellites of single local centers, which then refer to dominant regional centers. This is true even within fee-for-service Medicare, so the heterogeneity of referrals is not the result of differing insurance plans within a hospital. While the secondary/tertiary hospital model may have some heuristic value, the implied hierarchy (in which secondary hospitals send but do not receive patients and tertiary hospitals receive but do not send patients) does not appear to be present in our data. Instead, hospitals appear to maintain diverse portfolios of other facilities to which they transfer patients. There are several potential reasons for this. There may be significant congestion at referral centers, with more central hospitals not able to accept all patients in a timely manner. Providers may be optimizing their referral patterns for local expertise based on particular patients’ illness. Families may have important roles in choosing closer, more prestigious, or better advertised hospitals. Differentiating among these hypotheses is essential to evaluating the extent to which the system is working to meet diverse, legitimate values, or is simply operating inefficiently.
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The present work has a number of limitations. First, our data are derived from Medicare for a single year, and thus we cannot evaluate whether transfer patterns are different for non-Medicare patients or how they might change over time. However, over half of ICU patients are elderly, and Medicare is a domain of public policy interest in its own right. Second, our data reflect transfers between critical care hospitalizations; limitations in the data prevent us from examining only direct ICU-to-ICU transfers. It is possible that some of the transfers we have identified include patients who were discharged from the ICU to the floor at the first hospital, then transferred to a second hospital floor bed where they decompenated, requiring a distinct episode of ICU care. Our data cannot estimate the frequency with which this occurs. As a sensitivity test, we repeated our analyses using only transfers where the patients were in the initial sending hospital for 1 day, and the patterns we report were all replicated. Third, while we have demonstrated that patients are in general transferred toward better-resourced hospitals, further work remains to estimate the effects of transfer on quality and cost using patient-level data, and how those outcomes might be further improved. Fourth, interhospital transfers are one part of the system for transferring critically ill patients, which includes transfers directly from emergency departments and, indeed, field triage by EMS units. A comprehensive approach to improving the efficiency of care for the critically ill will complement the analyses presented here with similarly detailed examinations of other areas and then integrate across systems.

Network analyses such as these provide structure, metrics, and analytic tools to characterize and improve the relationships among hospitals. These networks likely have implications for the critically ill and the patterns we report were all replicated. Third, while we have demonstrated that patients are in general transferred toward better-resourced hospitals, further work remains to estimate the effects of transfer on quality and cost using patient-level data, and how those outcomes might be further improved. Fourth, interhospital transfers are one part of the system for transferring critically ill patients, which includes transfers directly from emergency departments and, indeed, field triage by EMS units. A comprehensive approach to improving the efficiency of care for the critically ill will complement the analyses presented here with similarly detailed examinations of other areas and then integrate across systems.
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the centrality of referring hospitals is given more weight in the calculation. This is equivalent to a recursive definition at the level of individual hospitals.

\[ c_i = \frac{1}{\beta} \left( \alpha + \beta c_j \right) R_{ij} \quad \text{for all } i \neq j \]

where \( c_i \) is the centrality of each other hospital \( i \) and \( R_{ij} \) is the number of patients transferred from hospital \( i \) to hospital \( j \).

We conducted our primarily analyses with a dependence parameter of 0.025, the largest value for which the parameter does not exceed the inverse of the largest eigenvalue of the input matrix, as is typically done. We performed sensitivity tests of our results for a range of plausible Bonacich centrality measures, with dependence parameters of 0 and 0.01. Hospitals not in the main component (2 of 3308) were excluded from the centrality analyses, as the values do not converge in a disconnected matrix.

**Statistical Analysis, Including Sensitivity Analyses**

To test the association between hospital characteristics and centrality, we used a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test to avoid unnecessary assumptions about the distribution of variables. We tested the robustness of our results to assumptions about the appropriate Bonacich centrality score and assumptions about missing data. For-profit status was marginally associated with centrality (\( P = 0.0121 \)), and this association was inconsistent across alternative centrality measures. All other results were robust to alternative centrality measures. The lack of association between a SNF and centrality was sensitive to extreme assumptions about missing data, that is, the association became significant if all of the hospitals missing data were assumed to have a SNF, but not if all were assumed not to have a SNF. All other results were similar across missing data assumptions.

To test the relationship between the variation in network centrality and hospital characteristics, we used the \( R^2 \), functioning as a multiple correlation coefficient. Because the various hospital characteristics do not represent meaningful independent counterfactuals (eg, the effect of being a transplant center independent of having a computed tomography scanner) and were not germane to our prespecified hypotheses, we did not present the coefficients of multiple regression.

Data extraction and computation of network centrality were performed in SAS using SPAN for SAS.\(^{46}\) Network visualization was done using Pajek.\(^{47,48}\) Statistical analyses were conducted in Stata version 9.2.\(^{49}\)